RE:MEMBER: A MODERN FUEL MEMBERS'
EXHIBITION-FUNDRAISER
Wednesday, November 7, 2018 to Friday, December 7, 2018

RE:MEMBER... A Modern Fuel Members'
Exhibition-Fundraiser
November 7 - December 7, 2018
Opening Party: Friday, November 9, 2018, 7 - 10 PM
(Admission: Pay-what-you-can / $5 suggested donation, Raffle tickets: $5 each)
Link to the online silent auction:
https://www.32auctions.com/organizations/47362/auctions/58246?t=all
RE:MEMBER features works by 22 local Kingston and regional artists within all three of Modern Fuel’s gallery
spaces. Employing a variety of mediums including painting, sculpture, printmaking and combinations in between, the
works explore a plethora of ideas, as well as ideals, such as re-imaginings of space and place, experimenting with
material, form, and structure, and identity searching. From Founding Members of the original Kingston Artists’
Association Inc. to recent Queen’s University fine art graduates, this gathering of works offers a glimpse into current
practices of Kingston artists from multiple generations.
Participating artists: Rebecca Anweiler, Michelle Bunton, Gabriel Cheung, Frank DeSa, Enrique Gaudite, Ella
Gonzales, Dave Gordon, Austin Henderson, Brian Hoad, Kaitlyn Hollander, Mark Lazaro, Shelby Lisk, Mathew

Nagendran, Emily Pelstring, Sara Perosa, Jocelyn Purdie, Breeann Rappaport, Iris Russak, Ted Rettig, Joan
Scaglione, Julie Davidson Smith, and Sharon Thompson

All works will be sold in a silent auction, both in gallery and online, from November 7 to December 7, 2018. The
physical sheets in gallery as well as online will be updated to reflect the current top bid. Online bidding will close
on Thursday December 6 at 11:59 PM, but in-gallery bidding will close on Friday December 7 at 5 PM.
A portion of the sales go to Modern Fuel to help bring exhibitions to you year round - and a portion goes to the artists.
Come support your local artist-run centre, and your local artists. With your help, Modern Fuel can continue its
support of emerging contemporary artists and art forms in our community.
At the Opening Reception you could win some amazing prizes from The Elm Cafe, Stone City Ales, The Screening
Room, Wellington Acupuncture and Massage and Woodenheads.

Modern Fuel gratefully acknowledges the support from the Canada Council for the Arts, the Ontario Arts Council, the
Kingston Arts Council, and our Members.
A catalyst for cultural activity in Kingston, Ontario, Modern Fuel Artist-Run Centre was incorporated as the Kingston
Artists' Association Inc. on 12 October 1977 and celebrates a 41 year legacy of presenting and interpreting
contemporary art to thousands of visitors each year. Renamed Modern Fuel in 1995, the organization has become an
essential locus for artists and the public, providing continuous exhibitions in our two gallery spaces, as well as
numerous performance events, art festivals, lecture series, film series, and workshops.

